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How Do Observations Contribute to 

Heliophysics?

• Heliophysics is a broadening of the concept 

"geophysics," extending the connections from 

the Earth to the Sun & interplanetary space. 

• Advances in Heliophysics are made by the • Advances in Heliophysics are made by the 

application of theoretical concepts, guided by 

observational reality.

• Neither theory or observational science can 

flourish alone.



Remote Observation
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Flares/CMEs

X-ray and 

EUV 

Emission

Solar Wind

• Spatial distribution

• Spectral distribution

• Polarization

• Time variation



Electromagnetic Radiation

• Propagation 

direction

• Intensity (|E|2)

• Wavelength • Wavelength 

(frequency)

• Polarization 

(direction of E)



Two Major Types of Optical Instrument

• Refraction
– Refracting telescope was invented 

Hans Lippershey in 1608

– Gallileo was the first to use it to 
study the heavens

• Reflection
– James Gregory, came up with the 

design for the reflecting telescope 
in 1663

– Sir Isaac Newton built the first 
model in 1688



In-situ Observation

• Particle species

• Ionization distribution

• Velocity or energy 

distribution



Distribution Function

• f(x, v, t) gives the 

probability of finding a 

particle in d3x d3v dtparticle in d x d v dt



Moments of f(x,v,t)









Variations of the Distribution Function





What Can We Typically

Observe -> Learn

• Electromagnetic Radiation
– Position   -> Structure of the emitting region

– Intensity -> Strength of heating

– Variability -> Correlate with other phenomena

– Frequency -> Can be radio, IR, visible, UV, EUV, …, Gamma-ray

– Polarization -> Usually related to magnetic field, or other anisotropy

Remote Sensing

In-situ

• Particles
– Temperature -> Energy balance

– Pressure -> Fluid forces

– Velocity -> Kinetic energy of fluid

– Energy flux -> Where is energy released?

• Waves/Turbulent Motions
– Position -> Excitation mechanism

– Intensity -> Strength of excitation mechanism

– Variability -> Driver, or quenching of the instability

– Frequency -> Information about excitation mechanism

– Polarization -> Anisotropy in the emission region

In-situ



Planning

• Science

• Implementation



Surviving Launch

• All instruments must 

survive 

• Launch loads

• Temperature environment• Temperature environment

• Radiation environment

• Electromagnetic environment



PROTOTYPE UNDERGOES SCATTERED 

LIGHT TESTING

• Where possible 

instruments and 

instrument 

prototypes are prototypes are 

tested on the 

ground 



Telescope 

• This is a small 15 

cm telescope 

undergoing 

vibration testingvibration testing



In situ Particle Measurements

What can we learn?



Microchannel (MCP) Plate Operation
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A Simple Instrument to Measure Ion 

Energy Distribution
•Ions enter the aperture and strike thin 

foil 

•Secondary electrons generated in the 

foil are deflected into START MCP

•Primary energetic particle continues 

down the tube and strike second thin 

foilfoil

•Electrons from this collision are 

deflected into STOP MCP

•The time between these two events 

are used to determine the particle 

energy

•Rate determines the flux

•Instrument pointing gives direction of 

flux





FIP Effect



Remote Sensing Measurements

What can we learn?



Two Major Types of Optical Instrument

• Refraction
– Refracting telescope was invented 

Hans Lippershey in 1608

– Gallileo was the first to use it to 
study the heavens

• Reflection
– James Gregory, came up with the 

design for the reflecting telescope 
in 1663

– Sir Isaac Newton built the first 
model in 1688





Completed COR 1







Laboratory Rest 

Wavelength

Observed Emission 
Line

Resolved Components Physical Parameters

Each spatially 

resolved element is 

analyzed to obtain 

both intensity and 

velocity information

Line 

identification 

Doppler Shift

Width

Intensity

What Can we get from Spectra?

Wide slit provides 1’ x 1’ mini-images 

which allow coalignment on the 

ground

Spatially resolved line profiles 

are observed in narrow slit

1/2 arcsec

•Intensity – Measures plasma 
density, same as image

•Doppler Shift – Measures line-of-
sight flow velocity

•Width – Measures unresolved 
turbulence in the plasma

Each emission line 

reproduces spectrograph 

aperture 

Ground Co-Alignment

identification 

gives 

temperature

Width



Spectrograph 

Aperture

Entrance Slit

Heat 

Rejection 

Mirror

Mini-slots

How does a Imaging Spectrograph 

Work?
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Multilayer Coatings

• Alternating stack 
of materials with 
different index of 
refraction

• Spacing chosen • Spacing chosen 
to provide 
constructive 
interference

• Lifetime is major 
concern





Image Intensifier

Laser Weld

(Titanium Weld Ring 

to Titanium Flange)
Ti Flange

Ti Weld Ring

Vacuum Braze

(Alumina to Titanium 

Weld Ring)

Alumina Ceramic Rings

Kovar Rings

Fiber Optic Window

Microchannel Plate



A Result from Hinode/EIS



Concluding Remarks

• I have tried to provide a broad overview of 

Heliophysics instrumentation in this talk

• However much has been glossed over, or left 

out entirelyout entirely

• But I think that what we have done here gives 

you a foundation on which to think about 

heliophysics space instrumentation in your 

career.


